Recombinant apolipoproteins for the treatment of vascular diseases.
The protein components of human lipoproteins, apolipoproteins, allow the redistribution of cholesterol from the arterial wall to other tissues and exert beneficial effects on systems involved in the development of arterial lesions, like inflammation and hemostasis. Because of these properties, the antiatherogenic apolipoproteins, particularly apo A-I and apo E, may provide an innovative approach to the management of vascular diseases. The recent availability of extractive or biosynthetic molecules is allowing a detailed overview of their therapeutic potential in a number of animal models of arterial disease. Infusions of apo E, or more dramatically, of apo A-I, both recombinant or extractive, cause a direct reduction of the atherosclerotic burden in experimental animals. Naturally, as the apo A-I(Milano) (apo A-I(M)) dimer, or engineered recombinant apolipoproteins with prolonged permanence in plasma and improved function may offer an even better approach to the therapeutic handling of arterial disease. This progress will go on in parallel with innovations in the technologies for direct, non invasive assessments of human atherosclerosis, thus allowing closer monitoring of this potential new approach to therapy.